Unravelling Platinum-Zirconia Interfacial Sites Using CO Adsorption.
Understanding platinum (Pt) speciation on catalysts is crucial for the design of atom-efficient materials and optimized formulations. The adsorption of carbon monoxide (CO) as a probe molecule is widely used to reveal Pt dispersion and structures, yet the assignment of IR bands is not straightforward, hindering determination of the nature of the surface sites or ensemble involved. CO adsorption was studied here over a zirconia-supported Pt catalyst. Specific sites at the interface between Pt and the support were highlighted, giving rise to an unusual band around 1660 cm-1 that could be confidently assigned to a Pt2-CO bridging carbonyl interacting head-on with a support surface hydroxyl. This adduct was yet unstable in the present conditions and was converted into a linear and bridged carbonyl bound only to Pt. Such sites are potentially important for bifunctional reactions requiring both metal and acid/base properties, particularly those occurring at the metal-support perimeter. Such adducts have probably been mistaken for carbonate-type species in many past contributions and could potentially represent crucial reaction intermediates for CO oxidation and the water-gas shift reaction.